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Java How to Program, 7th EditionPrentice Hall, 2007
 The Deitels' groundbreaking How to Program series offers unparalleled breadth and depth of object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further study. The Seventh Edition has been extensively fine-tuned and is completely up-to-date with Sun Microsystems, Inc.’s...
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A Commonsense Guide to Grammar and Usage 6eSt Martin Press, 2011

	
		A Commonsense Guide to Grammar and Usage is just what its name suggests: a straightforward, student-friendly grammar guide. The text’s modular lessons break down complex grammatical concepts with plain-language explanations, handy tips, and visual examples that show — rather than just tell —...
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Histopathology Reporting: Guidelines for Surgical CancerSpringer, 2006

	The second revised and updated edition is an easily comprehensible and practical handbook, companion or aide-memoire for the diagnostic pathologist in the routine histopathology reporting of the common cancers. It also incorporates the Current WHO Histological Classification, the Royal College of Pathologists minimum data sets and 6th edition...
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Personalized Information Retrieval and Access: Concepts, Methods and Practices (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
Global information retrieval and anywhere, anytime information access has stimulated a need to design and model the personalized information search in a flexible and agile way that can use the specific personalization techniques, algorithms, and available technology infrastructure to satisfy high-level functional requirements for personalization....
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C N C: Technology and ProgrammingCommunity College, 1989
As the National Technical Committee Chairman for the Precision Machining Technology portion of the Skills USA-VICA championships I get to see students of varying levels of competence compete each year. Each year my Industry committee works very hard to design a competition that is challenging but fair. Since both Secondary and Post-Secondary...
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Local Area Network Management, Design & SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Most workplaces rely on local area networks (LANs) to connect their computers and the right LAN is increasingly important in promoting effective communication both within the organisation and with the world at large.
    
    Local Area Network Management, Design and Security is a practical and thorough introduction to managing and...
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Acting Lessons for TeachersPraeger Publishers, 2006
We love teaching. Both your authors and you, the readers, love the classroom experience. We accept that the students don’t always learn as much or as readily as we might have hoped, and we accept that we might not have executed a planned lesson as smoothly as we had hoped. But we still love the excitement of the first day, the thrill of...
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AutoCAD: Secrets Every User Should KnowSybex, 2007
Discover Powerful Techniques and Features That Most Users Overlook    

    

    Whether you're designing houses, landscapes, or machines, there are AutoCAD tricks-of-the-trade that even seasoned users don't know—tips that can improve your skills, understanding, and productivity. This practical, in-depth...
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Top 100 Computer and Technical Careers: Your Complete Guidebook to Major Jobs in Many Fields at All Training LevelsJIST Works, 2006
This book is about improving your life, not just about selecting a job. The career you choose will have an enormous impact on how you live your life.

A huge amount of information is available on occupations, but most people don’t know where to find accurate, reliable facts to help them make good career decisions—or they...
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Flash 3D: Animation, Interactivity, and GamesFocal Press, 2006
Push your creative ideas to the next level in content delivery.
Use real and simulated 3D space in your Flash games and interactive systems.

3D possibilities offer an untapped creative approach to thinking and designing with Flash. Tap into this medium by: 
* Creating reusable templates to reduce costs and cycle time for...
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The Inverted Bowl: Introductory Accounts of the Universe and Its LifeImperial College Press, 2010

	The present well-established study of planets orbiting stars other than our Sun, the exoplanets, was reviewed by the author in his earlier book Wandering Stars. This new and exciting field of study has expanded quickly, particularly due to technological advances in both Earth-based telescopes and, more recently, in the application of...
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Advanced 3D Game Programming All in OneCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Take your 3D game programming skills to the next level! "Advanced 3D Game Programming All in One" uses the Torque Game Engine to teach experienced 3D game programmers advanced concepts. You'll use the Torque Game Engine to learn each new skill, maximizing your game engine experience. Quickly conquer TorqueScript, simulation techniques,...
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